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Chapter 284: Pandemonium 
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\/ Come 
No... I V along 
have... J tQO/ 

Poran- 
bait. 

I had 
no good 
reason to 















We will continue 
this until the number of 
monsters left is zero, or 
until the contestants run 
out of magic, whichever 
comes first. Then the 

contest will end. 

M.ohsteh j! 

If you 
manage 

to beat all 
three... 

Exactly/ Once you've . 
made a complete round,/ 
it's very important to 
strategize based on 
how everyone fared. 

It's like one 
of those 
numbers 
games/ 



Your points 
only come from 
the number of 
monsters you 
vanquish, not 

the class. 

2nd 
Round 

1st 
Round 

3 Monsters 

1 Monster 

m 
$ 

Retired with a total of 
4 monsters. 

* f 

What happens 
if you go down 

within the 
palace? 
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Chapter 18$: MPF 











Here means 
I9°/ I'm first 
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Hya hya hya / 
Just let your 

big sister 
cheer you up 

tonight/ 
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mum 
MACK 

mma 
CANNON 

an 
0000 
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He's worried that too 
much strength might 
lead them to impose 
restrictions on those 
carrying the title of 

WHAT V 
WAS WtA 

THAT?! J 



i 

She should 7 Even if she . t 
aim for the / wasn't, she'd be *= 
high three / hard pressed to dead 
figures, to l put out a four- drunk/ 
place third^X. figure score. 













<Srand Magic Sames Third Dag interim Results. 

Chapter 186: Laxut vj. Alexei 
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. Dammit 
still, He ^ whv'd 

really was tve> , ' a 
amazing you Have 
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LET THE 

BRTTLE 

BEGIflM 



Damn 
it 

P 













anyway, 'V ■'&* 
even if I did fl 

Know, I'd 

never tell fl^H 
you. 

^/bSPF No need to 
feign ignorance 

18*/ with me/ 
$WMwTm Makarov wust' 
l4f|l Have told you 

v ., if V where it is/^; 

No^tS* 
Really. jjL, tt ^ 
No clue fftku - 

here’iwti 



The 
master's 
enemies 
are my 

enemiei 

The first 
lesson: just 

how powerful 
a guild created 

especially to 
baWe Fairy Tail 

can be. 

It seems 
a fatherly 
lesson is 

unavoidable. 

82 



Chapter 18T: True Family 





f He said ^ 
that [?ad has 

information that'll 
put Fairy Tail at a 

. disadvantage. / 

It's been 
seven years 
since then. 

You really 
want to just 
let him do 

it? , 

X know, 
, but... i 

/ In those ' 
seven years, we 

found no evidence 
to show that they 
Found out about 

I': 1 -11 ...<■ 



I've heard that 
over those seven 
years, Ivan did no 
evil, and he hasn't 

laid a finger on 
s. our guild. ^ 

It's better if 
you don't know. 
Every guild has 

secrets that 
shouldn't be 

touched. > 













And 1 will 
crush tucf 
family's 
enemies 
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Chapter 188: Wendy vj. Sherria 



[ST THE 
BOTTLE 
BEGimi! 
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Rnd 
even I 

can Fight 
at^Ftfll 

strength 
^at times 
like that 

INI 
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Sorry, 
but Wendy 
cannot win. 

With Sky 
God Slayer 
Magic, she 

can do 
what Wendy 
can't... Self- 

healing. 
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Chapter 189: Tiny Fi$t* 
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Then... 
This time, 
I'm going 

to show you 
one of my 
strongest 

i attacks/// 





mm 
turn- 
KOMO* 

'Swarm Cloud of Heaven 









o 



...has V 
J grown 
£ into the 
\ one J see 
% now. 







^. 
y < 

£/?£ 
behind that 
magic isn't 
Sherria after 

ail?!! 

The battle 
is over... 

... but 
I still feel 

that ominous 
magic power 
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6rand Magic Barnes 

\. Kacen Tail 3BP 

2. Uxenia Seale 26P + 5 

3. Saber Tooth 24P + 10 

H. Mermaid Heel 22P + 10 

H. Fairg Tail A 22P + 5 

6. Fairg Tail B 20P + 10 

7. Blue Pegasus 18P + 0 

S. Quatro Puppg 14P + 0 

Lfer 

Results op the 3rd Dag 

\. Saber Tooth 34P 

2. Mermaid Heel 32P 

3. Uxenia Scale 31 p 

H. Fairg Tail (3 30P 

£> 5. Fairg Tail A 27 P 

6. Blue Pegasus 18P 

7. Quatro Puppg 14P 

K Rav;en Tail dq 

I must say, I 
never expected the 
results from Fairy 

Tail that we got 
today... 

Chapter 190: The Night Oar Feeling! Intersect 
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Everyone 
remain 
calm. 



^ You only get this 
one chance. Alow 

get out before you 
cause Macky any 
more problems! 
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Crocus 
Garden, 
lodgings 
of Saber 
Tooth. 

I feel like 
I'll get to 

battle Natsu 
tomorrow. 







When only two 
contestants are 
left, for a period 
of five minutes, 

the first one 
that goes out of 
bounds becomes 

ranked last. 

The five- 
minute 

rule. 



Chapter J9lHaval Battle 
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I am your 
sexy guard, 
Princess// 









JUST TLUO 

PEDPLE LEET, 
[TIinERUn (KID 

[ucai! 

(1DLU...LUHD 

lillll CDFRE 

□UT THE 

UICTDR? 
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This may seem sudden, but I started a Twitter account. I’ve had the itch to 
do it for a while, but I thought that I’d have to quit it quickly, so I never 
tried. But thanks to a friend’s recommendation, I went ahead and started it 
anyway. And it’s really fun! I found myself in conversations with all sorts of 
people, including famous people, and I really started to enjoy it. My original 
intentions were to use it for fan service and advertisement, but it’s really 
hard to get the timing right on big announcements. So in the end, it just 
became an outlet for my sketches. 
I often get the question, “Can I use your sketches as wallpaper for my 
screens?” You can save them, use them as wallpaper, use them as icons or 
for any personal reasons. I don’t mind any of that. However, if you want to 
use them for commercial purposes, it seems there are many problems with 
that, so please don’t use them that way. 
Also one more important thing: I say you can “use sketches for your own 
personal use,” but that is only for my sketches that I put out there person¬ 
ally. That doesn’t mean other artists or any publishing companies feel the 
same way. Please be careful about that. Really, just about everything I tweet 
has nothing in it of any importance, but if you want to, you’re welcome to 
follow my account. I’ll happily read impressions of my work from manga 
fans on Twitter, but I also treasure the fan letters that I get from everybody 
too! 
Anyway, I hope we can communicate, however you do it. 

Twitter Account: @hiro_mashima 
•Most tweets in Japanes 



At an outdoor cafe in Crocus... 

M/ra: Hello/ 

Lucy: And hellhi/ 

) :0kay/ Welcome Co Che quescion 
corner where Lucy makes lame 
jokes// 

1:1C wasn'C ChaC lame/ 

Mira: Lee's have Che firsC quescion/ 

Are ",Ancient Spe//s" anc/ '''•lost 
Magic" the same thingp 

Lucy: ic does seem like a hard 
disCincCion Co undersCand. 

Mira: Buc Co be precise, Chey're 
compleCely diFFerenC Chings. 

Lucy: AncienC Spells are, jusC like Che 
words say, magic From a long 
Cime ago. 

Mira: "Lose Magic'' is only one Cype 
oF AncienC Spells. 

\ .In ocher words, ic comes ouc 
/‘looking like Chis. 

Mira: The various types OF magic 
are all preccy complicaced, so 
iC's probably very diFFiculC Co 
remember. 

Lucy: Nexc quescion/ 

MiiUanna showed up, but 
are Sho and Wa/iy ever 
going to appear againP 

Mira: We geC ChaC quescion a IoC/ 

Lucy: Buc I wonder whaC Chey're doing 
nowP 

Mira: According Co Millianna, Chey're 
ouc on a journey across Che 
concinenc. 

Mira: Well, I Chink everyone knows Chis 
already, buc Erza and Ichiya (Blue 
Pegasus) know each ocher From 
somewhere. 

Lucy: The masCer and Jura-san (Lamia 
Scale) are connecced in chac 
Chey're boch wizard saincs. 

Lucy: ConCinuously For seven yearsP 

Mira: A liccie behind-Che-scenes Calk, 
Chey were originally supposed Co 
be mixed up in Che Grand Magic 
Games Coo. 

Lucy: Buc Chac was rejecced... 

:I mean, Che number oF people 
Chac show up in Chis scory is 
jusC shocking/ 

Mira: Now, Che nexc quescion. 

Mira: And while we're on Lamia, Chere's 
Gray and Lyon. 

Lucy: yeah, buc... Those are all Chings 
ChaC have been drawn in Che 
main scory. Are chere any 
combinaCions we don'C suspecCP 

Mira: Well...Chere's Proy and Arana 
(Mermaid Heel). 

:Whoa// I didn'C know 
abouc Chac/ Whac's Cheir 
relacionshipp 

Mira: They jusc came across 
each ocher by coincidence 
during Che seven years we 
were gone. 

Lucy: ReallyP 

Mira: And Proy Fell in love ac FirsC 
sighc/ 

: WhaaPf 

:And I hear chac she 
him big Cime/ 

rejecced 

Lucy: oh, no... 

Mira: True. We've been Friends For a 
long Cime/9 

Lucy: Come Co Chink oF iC, a IoC oF 
readers may noc know abouc 
ocher guild members who are 
Friends wich members oF a 
diFFerenC guild. 

Mira: There are ochers Coo/ Lee's 
see... A long Cime ago, Max... 

Lucy: IF we go on, ic'll jusc make 
people Feel sorry For Chem, so 
lee's call ic a day righc here/ 



The Fairy Tail Guild is looking for illustrations/ Please send 
in your art on a postcard or at postcard size/ and do it in 
black pen, okay? Those chosen to be published will get a 
signed mini poster/ > Make sure you write your real name 
and address on the back of your illustration/ 
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Volume 34!! In one more volume, 

this will match the entire run of my 

previous series. Huh? When I began 

Fairy Tail, I distinctly remember 

saying, "I plan on ending this at 

about ten volumes..." But when 

I wasn't looking, it got to a point 

where it's going to easily outdistance 

my previous work. Hmm... What'll I 

do? There are so many things I still 

want to do with Fairy Tail. 

Original Jacket Design: Hisao Ogawa 



Translation Notes: 

Japanese is a tricky language for most Westerners, and translation is often more 

art than science. For your edification and reading pleasure, here are notes on some 

of the places where we could have gone in a different direction with our transla¬ 

tion of the work, or where a Japanese cultural reference is used. 

Page 33, Numbers games 
There is a type of game played in Japan where 

two or more people take turns to count up to a 

particular number. They can count all or some 

of the numbers within a limited range, then 

pass off their turn to the next person. When 

someone is forced to count the target number, 

that person loses. For example, were the rules 

to say that the target number is "30," and the 

players have a range of three numbers, the first 

player would count, either one, two, or three. 

Let's say the first player counts to two. Then 

the next player would start at "three" and count, 

"three," "three, four," or "three, four, five." Assum¬ 

ing the second player stopped at "five," the next 

player would start at "six" and so on. When the 

counting approaches the mid-twenties, one 

must strategize how many numbers to state so 

one is not put in a position to say the number 

"thirty." Pandemonium is similar to a numbers 

game because one chooses a number of mon¬ 

sters to fight, and then passes the turn on to the 

next player. 

Page 35, Lottery stick 
This is a common way of “drawing straws" in Japan, 

although the sticks have a wider variety of outcomes 

than the single broken straw that the game has in the 

west. It is usually done with a large number of sticks, 

all inside a wooden box that is completely closed off 

except for a single hole just big enough to allow a single 

stick through. The sticks are shaken and mixed, and 

then one is allowed to drop through the hole. Each stick 

has a number or code on it, and the code correlates to 

some prize or outcome. This version of lottery is most 

commonly used in temples and shrines for drawing 

fortunes. When the stick is drawn, the person who runs 

the lottery checks the numbers or codes and retrieves a 

printed fortune that corresponds to what is written on 

the stick. 



Page 114, tan 
This is basically a mispronunciation of the honorific, " chan," that is normally used 

by young girls of about high school or middle-school age to refer to each other or 

to their friends. However, it has also been used by idols who call themselves by that 

honorific because it is considered cute, and that has been picked up by the fans of 

those idols. Since then the honorific has spread until it is now fairly commonly heard 

in conversation and in the media. However, it still contains the nuance that it should 

be used by girl of high-school or middle-school age, so when a middle-aged man like 

Chapati uses, " tan,” a more "normal" person like Yajima or Lahar might be taken aback 

by the usage. 



Preview of Fairy Tail, volume 35 

We re pleased to presentyou with a preview from Fairy Tail, 

volume 35. Please check our Web site (wwwkodanshacomics.com) 

to see when this volume will be available. 









However, 
I will say 
this one 
thing. 

You may 
be the 

strongest/' 
or "Fiore's 

best." I 
neither 

know nor 
care. 









greatest) of all sci-fi 
action manga series. 

The Cyberpunk Legend is Back! 

In deluxe omnibus editions of 600+ pages, 
including ALL-NEW original stories by 
Alita creator Yukito Kishiro! 



decimated! 
A century ago, the bizarre creatUresHfnbwn as 
Mtons^qjyoured most of the world’s population, 
driving the remainder into a walled stronghold^ 
Now, the appearance of an immense new Titaflll 
threatens the few humans left, and one restless 
boy decides to seize the chance to fight for his 
freedom, and the survival of his species! 

© Hajime Isayama / Kodansha Ltd. All rights 



Fairy Tail volume 34 is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents 
are the products of the author's imagination or are used fictitiously. Any 
resemblance to actual events, locales, or persons, living or dead, is entirely 
coincidental. 

AKodansha Comics Trade Paperback Original. 

Fairy Tail volume 34 copyright © 2012 Hiro Mashima 
English translation copyright © 2014 Hiro Mashima 

All rights reserved. 

Published in the United States by Kodansha Comics, an imprint of Kodansha 
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Printed in the United States of America. 

www.kodanshacomics.com 
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Translation: William Flanagan 
Lettering: AndWorld Design 
Editing: Ben Applegate 



TOMARE! 

You're going the wrong way! 

Manga is a completely different 

type of reading experience. 

To start at the beginning, 

go to the end! 

That's right! Authentic manga is read the traditional Japanese way— 

from right to left, exactly the opposite of how American books are 

read. It's easy to follow: Just go to the other end of the book and read 

each page—and each panel—from right side to left side, starting at 

the top right. Now you're experiencing manga as it was meant to be! 


